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S U M M A R Y
Many studies have pointed out a correlation between either the cumulative or the maximum
seismic moment and the injected fluid volume when analysing global data sets of fluid injection-
induced earthquake sequences. However, those correlations become quite uncertain when
looking at individual episodes, mainly because of the large aseismic component of the induced
deformation. If natural swarms are thought to result from the same physical processes as
sequences from anthropogenic origin, little is still known about them as observations are
limited by the depth of the active zone and the moderate deformations. In this work, we make
profit of the similarity between both natural and injection-induced swarms. To this aim, we
develop new relations between seismic observables and hydraulic attributes by using a global
compilation of injection-induced earthquake catalogues, leading to two methods to estimate
the injected fluid volume based solely on earthquake catalogues. Once the precision of our
approaches is validated, we estimate the volume and flowrate of fluids circulating in diverse
natural swarms, shedding a new light on the fluid dynamics that trigger them.

Key words: Earthquake dynamics; Induced seismicity; Statistical seismology.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

1.1 Relating seismicity to injected fluid volume

Earthquake swarms are episodes of clustered seismicity, in time and
space, with no clear main shock having a much larger magnitude
than the other events. Those seismic sequences are found in a diver-
sity of geological contexts, such as in mountain ranges (Ide 2001;
Jenatton et al. 2007), near transform faults (Roland & McGuire
2009), near volcanoes (White & McCausland 2016; Shelly & Hard-
ebeck 2019; Li et al. 2021) and in extensional zones (Fischer et al.
2014; De Barros et al. 2020). Swarm activity is generally steadily
growing and then decreasing, but quite important events can occur
during those sequences, like the Mw = 4.4 earthquake during the 4
year-long Cahuilla swarm (Ross et al. 2020). Large earthquakes may
also follow a swarm activity like the Mw = 6.3 L’Aquila earthquake
in Italy in 2009 (Di Luccio et al. 2010).

The development of anthropogenic fluid injections at depth
(Ellsworth 2013), for geothermal projects (Kraft & Deichmann
2014; Kwiatek et al. 2019), for hydraulic fracturing in shale forma-
tions (Eaton & Schultz 2018) or wastewater disposal (Goebel et al.
2016) has shown that injections at depth also induce sequences of
clustered seismicity (Fig. 1a).The relation between fluid injection
and seismicity has been investigated for decades, as it is of great in-
terest in understanding the physics of earthquakes and for improved

mitigation of seismic risks associated with large-scale geo-energy
projects (McGarr 1976; Giardini 2009; Van der Elst et al. 2016;
Galis et al. 2017). Assuming that fluid is injected into fully satu-
rated porous rocks, McGarr (1976, 2014) linked the injected volume
Vinj to the cumulated seismic moment M0,seismic by a simple relation
M0,seismic = 2∗G∗Vinj (Fig. 1b), with G being the rock shear modulus.
Using fracture mechanics theory, Galis et al. (2017) showed that the
maximum seismic moment of self-arrested ruptures scales with the
injected fluid volume; and based on statistical methods, van der Elst
et al. (2016) demonstrated that the total number of earthquakes is
controlled by the injected fluid volume. Also, during an injection,
the seismic moment (M0,seismic) is observed to grow with the injected
fluid volume (Vinj, Fig. 1c, Bentz et al. 2020). However, such a cor-
relation remains limited as it only represents an upper bound for
most of the swarms, leading to the inequality M0,seismic ≤ 2∗G∗Vinj

(McGarr & Barbour 2018; Figs 1b and c).
Recently, studies have shown that the discrepancy between ob-

servations and the McGarr’s law (2014) can be explained by the
fact that a part of the fluid-induced deformation is aseismic, fill-
ing the gap between the observed seismic moment and its ex-
pected value (McGarr & Barbour 2018; De Barros et al. 2019).
Indeed, aseismic slip has been observed in both laboratory experi-
ments (Goodfellow et al. 2015; Wang et al. 2020), field experiments
(Guglielmi et al. 2015; Duboeuf et al. 2017), during reservoir stim-
ulations (Schmittbuhl et al. 2014; Wei et al. 2015; Eyre et al. 2019;
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Figure 1. (a) Injection rate (L s–1) and magnitudes of induced earthquakes occurring during the 1993 Soultz-Sous-Forets (Eastern France) injection sequence
for geothermal exploitation. (b) Total seismic moment (N.m) as a function of the total injected fluid volume (m3) for a variety of injection-induced sequences.
Data are from Bentz et al. 2020. Black line represents the expected value following M0,seismic = 2GVinj with G = 30 GPa. (C) Growth of cumulative seismic
moment with the injected fluid volume, from the same data set.

Eyre et al. 2022) as well as in numerical simulations (Wynants-
Morel et al. 2020; Yang & Dunham 2021). However, its quantifi-
cation remains difficult as the measurement methods are limited
by the weak deformations caused by the injections, their depth and
durations. Relating injected fluid volume to deformation therefore
requires other relations than those already available in the literature,
in order to take into account the contribution of aseismic slip.

1.2 Natural earthquake swarms are also fluid-induced
sequences

For a few decades, new findings have highlighted similarities be-
tween injection-induced and natural swarms. Most of the swarms
observed in the upper crust, outside subduction areas, are thought
to be primarily driven by fluid processes. Indeed, seismicity mi-
gration is generally observed in natural earthquake swarms, with
diffusion-like migration (Parotidis et al. 2003; Chen et al. 2012)
or more complex hydromechanical features (De Barros et al. 2020,
2021). It is also a general feature of injection-induced sequences
(Shapiro et al. 1997; Goebel & Brodsky 2018). Other evidence sup-
ports the idea that natural and injection-induced earthquake swarms
are caused by the same physical processes, like a weak moment re-
lease compared to the spatial extent of the swarms (Fischer & Hainzl
2017, 2021). Duration, migration velocity and moment released dur-
ing injection-induced and natural sequences scale in a similar way
(Danre et al. 2021). By analogy with studies of injection-induced
sequences, fluid diffusion and aseismic slip are therefore thought to
play a key role in natural swarms. Particularly, the knowledge of the
fluid volume acting in those sequences is crucial to understand the
swarm dynamics and associated hazards. At depth, however, geo-
physical information regarding fluids and aseismic slip are often not
known making the estimation of fluid volume difficult to quantify
and poorly constrained for natural swarms.

Here, we develop new relations between injected fluid volume
and seismic observables, for injection-induced earthquake swarms.
Our objective is then to apply those relations on natural earth-
quake swarms in order to reconstruct involved fluid volume that is
unknown at such kilometres depths. To do that, we calibrate our
approaches on nine earthquake catalogues of injection-induced se-
quences. We compute the aseismic moment released during those
swarms by analogy with creep studies investigating the aseismic
loading of seismic asperities (Uchida 2019), and relate this estimate
to the injected fluid volume. We also show that two parameters used
for earthquake swarms studies, the effective stress drop and the
seismogenic index, are strongly correlated, leading to a new empiri-
cal relation between injected fluid volume and seismic observables.
Finally, after comparing the estimated volumes for the two meth-
ods with the actual injected volume values, we use our findings
to estimate the volume of fluids circulating during nine natural
swarms based solely on earthquake catalogues.

2 E A RT H Q UA K E S C ATA L O G U E S

For this study, we used 18 well-documented earthquake catalogues,
including nine injection-induced sequences and nine natural swarms
(Fig. 2, see Supporting Information for a complete description). For
simplicity, we selected cases of injection-induced seismicity with
a single injection borehole interval rather than sites with multiple
injections occurring at the same time. For natural swarms, we chose
sequences for which fluid involvement is strongly presumed like
the Cahuilla swarm (Ross & Cochran 2021) or the Ubaye seismic
sequences (Baques et al. 2021), and with high-quality (precise lo-
cations and magnitudes) earthquake catalogues. For both types of
swarms, we did not consider episodes with discontinuous temporal
activity or with a complex geological geometry, also for the sake of
simplicity.
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Figure 2. Map of the earthquake swarms studied here. SW corresponds to the multiple sequences studied for the swarms in Iceland (SW2; SW4, SW6;
Passarelli et al. 2018). The Crevoux and Diemtigen swarms are not represented on the map, as they take place in the same region as the Ubaye swarm.

The injection-induced swarms studied here are for most of them
associated with geothermal activities. For instance, the Basel se-
quence occurred in 2006 in Switzerland, following the injection
of 11 500 m3 of fluids at about 4.5 km depth over the course of
∼5 days, leading to thousands of events, including a maximum
magnitude of Mw = 3.1 (Herrmann et al. 2019). The Soultz-sous-
Forêt sequences happened in association with Enhanced Geother-
mal System (EGS) development in Eastern France, with injected
fluid volumes varying from 13 000 to 37 000 m3 at about 5 km
depth, during five experimental tests between 1993 and 2003 (Ger-
ard et al. 1997; Bourouis & Bernard 2007; Cuenot et al. 2008; Calò
& Dorbath 2013). The ST1 (2018) and Cooper Basin (2003 and
2012) sequences, also induced by fluid injections for geothermal
purposes, took place in Finland and Australia, with injected fluid
volumes of 18 000, 20 000 and 34 000 m3, respectively (Baisch et al.
2006; Baisch et al. 2015; Kwiatek et al. 2019). The Paradox Val-
ley swarm was induced by wastewater injection at depth (4–5 km),
with a tremendous amount of fluids injected (7.7 million m3) since
1985 and several Mw > 4 events. More information about those
sequences can be found in the Supporting Information.

The selected natural swarms occurred in diverse geological and
tectonic contexts. For instance, the Corinth swarms took place in
2001 and 2015 in a rift zone with a high extensional rate, with
hundreds of events for the two sequences and maximum magnitudes
of 3.8 and 2.5, respectively (Duverger et al. 2018; De Barros et al.
2020). The Ubaye, Diemtigen and Crevoux swarms occurred in the
French Alps (Daniel et al. 2011; De Barros et al. 2019; Simon et al.
2021) in 2003–2004, 2014–2015 and 2014, respectively. The first
ones lasted ∼2 yr while the Crevoux swarm had only a few days of
activity. The Cahuilla swarm (Ross et al. 2020) lasted around ∼4 yr
in the vicinity of the transform fault systems of California, with the
largest event culminating at Mw = 4.4. The Iceland swarms (SW2,
SW4 and SW6) took place along a long fault system, the Husavik-
Flatey fault, in 2001, 2008 and 2013 (Passarelli et al. 2018).

3 M E T H O D S T O E S T I M AT E F LU I D
V O LU M E F RO M I N J E C T I O N - I N D U C E D
S E Q U E N C E S

3.1 Method 1: total moment estimation

With the studied data sets, relating fluid volume to seismic moment
is limited by the fact that existing relations are only valid when

considering the aseismic contribution of the deformation in the
moment estimation (De Barros et al. 2019). If seismicity migration
(Roland & McGuire 2009; Hatch et al. 2020; De Barros et al.
2021), geodesy (Lohman & McGuire 2007; Hamiel et al. 2012;
Gualandi et al. 2017), repeating earthquakes (Matsuzawa et al.
2004; De Barros et al. 2020) and effective stress drop (Fischer &
Hainzl 2017) suggest the presence of aseismic slip in injection-
induced sequences, its precise quantification is challenging given
the depths (>5 km), durations and relatively low deformations of
those episodes.

At the same time, the dynamics of aseismic fault slip has been
studied through numerical modelling (Dublanchet 2019; Wynants-
Morel et al. 2020; Yang & Dunham 2021) and field experiments
(Guglielmi et al. 2015; Cappa et al. 2019). They showed that fluid
injection primarily induces aseismic slip and that the shear stress
perturbation resulting from its propagation triggers seismicity on
rate-weakening fault asperities well oriented for dynamic rupture.
Global analysis of injection-induced swarms revealed that seismic-
ity migration in swarms can be related to an aseismic slip transient
propagation (Danre et al. 2021; De Barros et al. 2021). This is sim-
ilar to what happens during repeating earthquake sequences where
it has been shown that the slip released seismically on asperities is
driven by and equals the surrounding aseismic slip, due to the stress
loading of those asperities by the aseismic transient (Matsuzawa
et al. 2004; Uchida 2019).

Indeed, during creep events, slip released seismically by repeating
earthquakes on discrete asperities embedded in a creeping medium
is commonly assumed to be equal to the surrounding aseismic slip
(Uchida 2019). For earthquake swarms, the low effective stress
drop values found in the literature (Fischer & Hainzl 2017; Danre
et al. 2021) suggest that seismicity may also be located on dis-
crete asperities surrounded by aseismic regions. The aseismic slip
and the resulting stress loading might then lead to the seismicity,
with a seismic slip similar to the aseismic one, as shown during hy-
dromechanical modelling (Wynants-Morel et al. 2020). Bourouis &
Bernard 2007 also showed that the repeating events they observed
during the 1993 Soultz-sous-Forêts sequence are caused by fault
creep around discrete asperities, and reveal the creep rate. So, even
if the density of seismic asperities might be higher in a swarm than in
a creep event, seismic slip might help quantifying the aseismic slip
occurring over the swarm area. Therefore, by analogy with creep
studies (Uchida 2019), we then suppose that over the whole swarm
area, seismic slip is occurring on discrete asperities and equals the
surrounding aseismic slip, on average. We make the hypothesis that
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the largest event asperity ruptures only once. We also neglect the
contribution of afterslip given that it represents only ∼20 per cent
of the slip occurring over the seismically slipping asperity during
numerical simulations of small repeating earthquakes (Chen & La-
pusta 2009). Then, pursuing the analogy with creep events triggering
repeating earthquakes (Uchida 2019), the slip (Dmax) of the largest
event gives an estimate of the surrounding aseismic slip occurring
in between seismic asperities.

To compute Dmax for each sequence, we suppose that the largest
event has an average stress drop � σmax = 7 M0,max

16 R3
max

of 10 MPa

over a circular area of radius Rmax, unless a more precise value is
provided in the literature (see Supporting Information). This value
is representative of classical stress drop observed for global data sets
of earthquakes (Gao et al. 2012; Cocco et al. 2016). Given the largest
event seismic moment M0,max, assuming a classical value of rock
shear modulus (G = 30 GPa) we estimate Dmax with (Madariaga
1976) :

Dmax = (16�σmax)2/3 ∗ (M0,max)1/3

(7)2/3Gπ
. (1)

By analogy with fault creep sequences (Uchida 2019), we assume
that the average slip over the swarm area (A) equals Dmax, allowing
us to estimate the total (seismic + aseismic) moment released with
:

M0,total = G ∗ Dmax ∗ A. (2)

To determine the swarm area A, we use a method similar to the
one used in Fischer & Hainzl (2017). From the 3-D locations of
hypocenters, and after removing outliers which could bias plane
fitting (background seismicity or mislocated events), we determine
the best-fitting plane. This can be done because hypocenters in all
swarms are at first order coplanar, as revealed by the eigenvalues
of their distribution (Table S1). We then project the hypocenters
over this plane and remove the remaining outliers. Finally, we de-
lineate the projected hypocenters with a convex hull to compute
the swarm area A. Note that this approach cannot be used if the
seismicity distribution is non-planar and should be generalized to
include swarms with complex geometrical structures that are not
considered here. Because of the different assumptions we make, the
estimation of the aseismic component can only be considered as a
rough approximation. However, this method allows us to estimate
total (and therefore, including the aseismic) deformation by over-
coming the limitations developed previously. Since recent studies
have shown that aseismic slip can explain the discrepancy to the
McGarr’s law (McGarr & Barbour 2018; De Barros et al. 2019),
its estimation should then allow to relate the injected fluid volume
(Vinj) to the induced deformation. Assuming that aseismic slip is
the only parameter responsible for the discrepancy to the McGarr’s
law (eq. 3a), we get :

M0,seismic = 2 ∗ G ∗ Vinj (3a)

M0,total = M0,seismic + M0,aseismic = 2 × G × Vinj, (3b)

where M0,total is the total moment released estimated with eq. (2).
Therefore, it is possible to get an estimate of the injected fluid

volume by rearranging eq. (3b) as follows :

Vinj = M0,total / (2 × G) . (4)

Given that we estimate total moment based on the largest event
characteristics (moment and slip, eqs 1 and 2) and on the seismicity
area, eq. (4) allows us to relate conventional seismic observables to

Figure 3. Number of events above completeness magnitude Mc as a function
of the injected fluid volume for the Soultz 2000 sequence (black line). Red
line represents the theoretical prediction assuming a seismogenic index of
−0.65, following eq. (5).

the injected volume of fluids. This method is therefore fully based
on the McGarr relation, but we here quantitatively consider the total
moment, including its aseismic contribution. We will later validate
our approach through the reconstruction of the actual injected fluid
volume for injection-induced sequences.

3.2 Method 2: seismogenic index and effective stress drop

A second method can be developed by comparing two attributes
that are commonly used to quantify the seismogenic productivity
of a swarm. While the seismogenic index depends on the injected
volume and is used for injection-induced swarms, the effective stress
drop has also been used for natural swarms.

3.2.1 Seismogenic index and effective stress drop computation

Based on the growth of seismicity with the injected fluid volume
during hydraulic injections (Fig. 3), Shapiro et al. (2010) introduce
the seismogenic index as:

� = log
(
NMc

) − log
(
Vinj

) + b ∗ Mc, (5)

where Mc is the magnitude of completeness of the catalogue, NMc is
the number of events of magnitude above Mc, b is the exponent in
the Gutenberg–Richter law of the sequence and Vinj is the injected
fluid volume.

� represents therefore the sensitivity of injection-induced seis-
micity to a fluid injection. A high value means a dominantly seismic
response following an injection, while a low value means that in-
jection only induces a sparse seismicity. � value is observed to
be site-specific and remains constant during the injection (Shapiro
et al. 2010). To get the value of � for injection-induced swarms,
we use the injected volume value Vinj provided in the literature for
each sequence. We determine the completeness magnitude Mc and
the b-value of the Gutenberg–Richter law by fitting the magnitude
distribution of earthquakes (see Fig. S1 and Table S2).

The effective stress drop has been used in several studies (Roland
& McGuire 2009; Fischer & Hainzl 2017) to compare the seismic
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Figure 4. (a) Seismogenic index � (Shapiro et al. 2010) versus injected fluid volume Vinj (m3) for the nine injection-induced sequences studied here. (b) �

versus the product of effective stress drop �σe with 10b for the same sequences. The black line represents the best linear fit. (c) Injected fluid volume Vinj

versus �σe.

moment released during swarms to the spatial extent of the seismic-
ity area. By analogy with the definition of the static stress drop for
a circular crack rupture (Madariaga 1976), and following Fischer &
Hainzl (2017), this parameter is defined as :

�σe = 7 × M0,seismic

16 × R3
a

, (6)

where M0,seismic is the cumulative seismic moment released over the
seismicity area and Ra the radius of this area. Similarly to �, low
values of �σe indicate a sparse seismicity over the seismicity area
while a high value (close to typical static stress drop values for earth-
quakes, for example 1–100 MPa, Cocco et al. 2016) corresponds to
a dominantly seismic response. �σe has also been observed to be
stable with time (Fischer & Hainzl 2017).

To get the radius Ra for the effective stress drop (eq. 6), we assume
that the seismicity area A is circular, and therefore have:

Ra =
√

A

π
. (7)

After summation of the seismic moment of all the events within
the area, we compute the effective stress drop value for the injection-
induced sequences studied here.

3.2.2 Correlation between seismogenic index and effective stress
drop

Both the seismogenic index and the effective stress drop are ob-
served to describe the seismogenic behaviour of a swarm. Therefore,
given the qualitative similarities between both parameters, we can

compare them. Seismogenic index � values are widely scattered
for fluid injections, despite similar volumes (Fig. 4a). Therefore,
no apparent correlation is observed between � and Vinj. The same
observation can be made for effective stress drop �σe, which varies
of ∼3 orders of magnitude here (Fig. 4c). The studied sequences
depict a great diversity of seismogenic responses to the fluid injec-
tions, as highlighted by the large variations in � and �σe values.
However, these two parameters are found to be strongly correlated
(Fig. 4b). We observed that multiplying �σe by a factor 10b, where
the parameter b is the b-value, increases the robustness of the cor-
relation despite the small number of data points used here (Fig. 4b,
R2 = 0.96). This could be because the b-value also might give infor-
mation on the stress state (Scholz 2015), hence on the seismogenic
state of the reservoirs. This parameter is present in the seismogenic
index, but not in the effective stress drop. Without the 10b factor,
the correlation still remains robust (see Fig. S2).

The observed correlation can be written as:

� = p× log
(
�σe×10b

) + q (8)

with p = 1.2 and q = −8.5 determined by a linear fit with the nine
injection-induced sequences studied here (Fig. 4b).

Based on the observed correlation (eq. 8), we can use eq. (5) to
relate �σ e to the injected fluid volume Vinj :

log
(
Vinj

) = log (N ) + b × Mc − (
p × log

(
�σe×10b

) + q
)

(9)

This leads to:

Vinj = N × 10b×(Mc−p) × �σ−p
e × 10−q (10)

Therefore, based on the observed correlation between � and �σe,
we can relate seismic observables (number of events N, b-value,
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Figure 5. Comparison between estimated and measured fluid volume for the nine injection-induced sequences studied here. (a) Approach based on the total
moment estimation (eq. 4). Brown-shaded area represents a factor of four difference between estimated and measured volumes while blue area represents a
factor of 10. Black line represents the case of Vest = Vinj. (b) Same as (a) using the approach based on the seismogenic index/effective stress drop correlation
(eq. 10).

effective stress drop �σe and empirical coefficients p and q) to
the volume of fluids injected at depth. This relation between in-
jected fluid volume and seismicity involves more parameters than
the one proposed by McGarr (2014) but they remain relatively easy
to compute.

4 VA L I DAT I O N O F T H E F LU I D
V O LU M E R E C O N S T RU C T I O N W I T H
I N J E C T I O N - I N D U C E D S E Q U E N C E S

Two methods have been introduced to reconstruct the injected fluid
volume. To validate the approaches, in the following, we compare
the reconstructed injected volumes to the actual measured values
for the injection induced sequences.

4.1 Comparison of analytical estimates with actual
injected volume

Estimating fluid volume based on the total moment computation
(Method 1, eq. 4) leads to scattered results around the best theoreti-
cal line (Fig. 5a, black line). Except the Cooper Basin 2003, Soultz
1993 and 1996 cases, the volume is reasonably well reconstructed
within an acceptable range, as all volumes can be estimated with at
most a factor 4 difference (Fig. 5a) compared to the measured in-
jected volume. This gives a degree of confidence that our approach
is sound. This agreement therefore validates our total moment es-
timations for most of the cases, as well as our assumption that the
discrepancy with the McGarr’s law is only due to aseismic slip and
our analogy with repeating events in creeping cases.

However, the volume is slightly overestimated for the Cooper
Basin 2003 sequence, and it is strongly underestimated by ∼2 or-
ders of magnitude for the Soultz 1993 and 1996 cases. Important
aseismic release can be expected for those two Soultz sequences
as their cumulative seismic moment is already 2–3 orders of mag-
nitude smaller than the seismic moments of the other injections

despite similar injected volumes (see Figs 1b and c). These two
injections also exhibit much lower effective stress drop and seis-
mogenic indices than the other cases (Fig. 3). Therefore, aseismic
slip seems to be strongly underestimated in our total moment com-
putation. This may come from one of the strong hypotheses made,
like considering that the maximum seismic slip of the largest event
equals the average aseismic slip.

The method based on the seismogenic index/effective stress drop
correlation (Method 2, eq. 10) leads to more constrained estimates
of the injected fluid volume, when comparing it to its actual value
(Fig. 5b). Indeed, estimated values are all within a factor 4 range of
the true value of the injected fluid volume. The discrepancies could
be explained by uncertainty in the effective stress drop calculation,
especially with the plane fitting and area computation. This param-
eter computation is indeed based on a strong assumption that all
events are located on a single plane, which seems to be realistic at
first order for the studied sequences (Table S2). Despite all this, the
use of this method still allows to get a quite precise estimate of the
fluid volume injected, based only on the computation of common
seismic parameters.

Contrary to the previous approach based on total moment es-
timate, the use of the empirical correlation between � and �σe

does not require to make hypothesis on the aseismic slip value,
which might explain why the volume estimates of Soultz 1993 and
1996 sequences are more consistent ( Figs 5a and b). The accurate
reconstruction of the fluid volume shows that additional parame-
ters have to be considered to include aseismic component in the
seismicity–volume relations.

4.2 Effective stress drop and seismogenic index depict slip
partitioning

The use of the correlation between � and �σe gives better estimates
but remains empirical. We show below that this correlation can be
explained by aseismic moment release over the seismicity area. It
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Fluid volume during earthquake swarms 835

Figure 6. (a) Estimated seismic to total moment ratio r as a function of effective stress drop, for the nine injection-induced earthquake swarms studied here.
Black line represents the best fit (R2 = 0.96). (b) Same but with seismic to total moment ratio as a function of the seismogenic index. In this case, R2 = 0.90.

leads to a new interpretation of the seismogenic index, similar to
the one of the effective stress drop.

Indeed, let us assume that aseismic slip occurs over the seismic-
ity area, supposed to be circular. Then, one can define the total
(seismic + aseismic) stress drop of the slip event :

�σtotal = 7 ∗ M0,total

16 ∗ R3
(11)

where the total moment M0,total = M0,seismic + M0,aseismic takes into
account the aseismic moment released. So, from eqs (6) and (11),
we get :

log(�σe) = log

(
M0,seismic

M0,total

)
+ log (�σtotal) (12)

Because M0,seismic<M0,total, the logarithm is negative and so the
effective stress drop is smaller than the total stress drop. Therefore,
effective stress drop can then be seen as a function of the seismic
to total moment ratio r = M0,seismic

M0,total
and of the total stress drop.

The lower r is, the lower the effective stress drop, as depicted on
Fig. 6(a).

Assuming that seismicity follows a Gutenberg–Richter law with
the b-value (b) and Mw,max the maximum magnitude, the seismo-
genic index can be written (Van der Elst et al. 2016) as :

� = b×Mw, max − log
(
Vinj

)
(13)

If we suppose that McGarr (2014) law applies to the total moment
released, as seems to be validated by results from method 1 (Fig. 5a),
then using eq. (4), we get:

� = b×Mw, max − log

(
M0,total

2 × G

)
(14)

Then we get :

�= 2b

3
×log(M0,max) − 6.07×b − log (M0,total) + log (2×G) (15)

where M0,max is the maximum moment. Finally, assuming that
b = 1.5 for simplicity purposes here :

� = log

(
M0,max

M0,total

)
+ log (2×G) − 6.07×b (16)

As M0,max is related to the cumulative seismic moment M0,seismic

(Wyss 1973), � is also depending on the seismic-to-total ratio, like
Fig. 6(b) shows. It might therefore reflect a partitioning between
seismic and aseismic slip.

Following the expression found for the effective stress drop
(eq. 12) and the seismogenic index (eq. 16) we can see that both
parameters are function of a ratio involving the released seismic
moment divided by total moment.(Figs 6a and b). They can there-
fore be interpreted in a similar way, as depicting the partitioning
between seismic and aseismic slip.

5 A P P L I C AT I O N T O NAT U R A L
E A RT H Q UA K E S WA R M S

Based on injection-induced catalogues, we validated the two meth-
ods to reconstruct the injected fluid volume only using seismological
observables. We can then estimate the volume of fluids circulating
during natural swarms based solely on earthquake catalogues.

5.1 Estimation of the fluid volume for natural swarms

Assuming that natural swarms are caused by the same mechanisms
as injection-induced sequences (Danré et al. 2021), we can therefore
apply eqs (4) and (10) to those sequences, to infer the volume of cir-
culating fluids. After computing the seismic observables (complete-
ness magnitude, b-value, number of events, effective stress drop),
we can reconstruct fluid volume values for the nine natural swarms
studied here, with the two methods developed previously. Using the
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836 P. Danré, L. De Barros and F. Cappa

Table 1. Fluid volume estimates, taken as an average of results from Methods 1 and 2 (except ∗) for the natural swarms studied here, along
with the parameters used in eq. (10). Estimated total moment (M0,total), obtained from eqs (1) and (2) is also given. ∗ : estimated only using the
correlation between seismogenic index and effective stress drop (Method 2).

Name of
seismic
swarms N≥Mc b Mc

M0,seismic

(N.m) �σe (MPa) Estimated �

Estimated
M0,total

(N.m) Vest (m3)

Average
flowrate
(L s–1)

Corinth 2001 1641 1.12 1.1 3.2E + 15 0.083 −1.3 4.7E + 16 6.4E + 5 21
Corinth 2015 867 1.6 0.9 1.4E + 14 0.97 0.6 2.6E + 14 5.1E + 3 12
Cahuilla 8963 1.44 1.2 1.0E + 16 0.22 −0.4 8.6E + 16 1.3E + 6 14
SW2 576 0.93 0.6 4.0E + 14 0.046 −1.8 8.5E + 15 1.4E + 5 78
SW4 210 1.7 1.6 3.6E + 14 0.0027 −2.3 3.9E + 16 2.5E + 7∗ 2.2E + 4∗
SW6 717 0.93 1.1 2.2E + 15 0.02 −2.2 1.0E + 17 1.5E + 6 1.5E + 3
Crevoux 216 0.75 −0.4 9.4E + 12 0.2 −1.2 7.0E + 13 1.5E + 3 2.8
Ubaye 709 1.0 0.6 1.7E + 14 0.001 −3.7 3.4E + 16 1.4E + 7∗ 253∗
Diemtigen 353 1.08 0.6 1.2E + 14 1.04 0.0 3.77E + 14 3.9E + 3 0.14

Figure 7. Fluid volumes estimated for natural swarms using (a) the computation of total moment (eq. 4) and (b) the correlation seismogenic index/effective stress
drop (eq. 10). Here, we represent the cumulative seismic moment as a function of the estimated fluid volume. Black line represents M0,seismic = 2 × G × Vfluids

(McGarr & Barbour 2018) while horizontal bars represent the estimated uncertainties (factor of 4 difference). For comparison, actual seismic moment and the
measured injected volume for injection-induced sequences is shown (grey dots)

correlation between seismogenic index and effective stress drop, we
use the same values of p and q as determined for injection-induced
sequences (eq. 8). Based on the observations made in Fig. 5, we
consider a factor 4 error in our volume estimate for both methods.

The estimated fluid volume values are summarized in Table 1
and shown in Fig. 7. Apart from Ubaye and SW4, volumes found
with the two methods are similar, within the factor 4 uncertainty
range (Figs 7a and b). It gives confidence in the reliability of the
estimations, as the two approaches do not rely on the same hypothe-
ses (aseismic estimation for the first one, and empirical correlation
between � and �σe for the second). In this case, we take as final vol-
ume value the mean between the two estimates. For instance, during
the 4 years long swarm of Cahuilla (Ross et al. 2020), the circulat-
ing fluid volume would be of around 1.3 × 106 m3. In the Corinth
case, the volume of fluids circulating during the 2015 swarm (De
Barros et al. 2020) would be of around 5100 m3. Interestingly, this

swarm presents many similarities with the 2006 Basel sequence in
terms of duration, propagation of seismicity and magnitude (Danré
et al. 2021). Finding for Corinth a volume estimate similar to the
injected volume in Basel (11 500 m3) highlights this similarity.

For the Ubaye and SW4 swarms, estimates from the two ap-
proaches differ by 1.5 orders of magnitude. Those two sequences
exhibit low effective stress drops compared to the other natural
swarms (Table 1), but the same order of magnitude as the ones of the
Soultz 1993 and 1996 sequences. We observed previously that the
method based on total moment computation does not reconstruct
reliably the injected fluid volume for the two Soultz sequences
because the contribution of aseismic slip was strongly underesti-
mated. Therefore, as suggested by the low effective stress drop
values, we can suppose that total moment underestimation explains
the discrepancy between the two estimates for SW4 and Ubaye.
For these two cases, we keep only the volume estimate based on
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Fluid volume during earthquake swarms 837

Figure 8. (a) Migration duration versus injection duration, in days, for the nine studied injection-induced swarms. Black lines represent the 1:1 scaling. (b)
Estimated average flowrate for natural swarms (blue pentagons) and injection-induced sequences (magenta triangles), in L s–1. Flowrate is computed following
eq. (17) in both cases.

the correlation between effective stress drop and seismogenic index
(Method 2).

By applying eqs (4) and (10), validated with injection-induced
sequences, to natural swarms, we are able to estimate the volume of
fluids circulating at depth during natural earthquake swarms, only
using seismic observables requiring typical earthquake catalogues
(magnitudes, locations). Moreover, as both approaches rely on dif-
ferent assumptions, comparing their respective results allow us to
validate the reliability of the results.

5.2 Similarities with injection-induced seismicity

First, the effective stress drops and the estimated seismic-to-total
ratio falls within the same range for natural and injection-induced
seismic swarms. Effective stress drops are indeed found between
∼1 kPa and ∼1 MPa in both cases (Danré et al. 2021). Moreover, the
estimation of the volume allows the computation of the seismogenic
indexes for natural swarms (Table 1). They show similar values of �

with injection-induced sequence ones, underlining the similarities
between the natural and injection-induced sequences.

Migration duration for swarms is determined empirically as the
time during which the distance of the seismicity front to the first few
earthquakes increases (Danré et al. 2021). For injection-induced
sequences, migration duration is nearly identical to the injection
duration (Fig. 8a), as the fluid injection is the primary mechanism
triggering and maintaining slip (seismic or aseismic) with time.
Therefore, we assume that migration duration for natural swarms
indicates the duration of the fluid pressure perturbation.

For the Corinth 2015 swarm, injection duration is then ∼5 d,
while for Cahuilla, injection lasts around 1000 d.

We can then estimate an apparent fluid flowrate (Q) using :

Q = Vest

T
, (17)

where Vest is the estimated fluid volume (m3) and T is the migration
duration.

Values of Q for natural swarms range between 0.14 and
22 000 L s–1, with all but three of them (Ubaye, SW4 and SW6)
between 2.8 and 57 L s–1 (Table 1). Those values are similar to typ-
ical values for the injections studied here (Fig. 8b): for Basel, flow
reaches 50 L s–1 (Goertz-Allman et al. 2011) while for Cooper Basin

it is up to 40 L s–1 (Baisch et al. 2006) for instance. Our results are
also in accordance to other attempts made to estimate fluid volume
and flowrate during earthquake swarms like in Bachura et al. 2021
where during an earthquake swarm in Western Bohemia, estimated
volumes and flowrates were of 6400 m3 and ∼30 L s–1, respectively.
The particularly high value of Q for SW4 and SW6 could be due
to a singular mechanism of fluid circulation for those sequences,
or to an overestimation of the circulating fluid volume. In addition
to finding similar volumes for similar swarms, we therefore show
that swarms seem triggered by fluid injections with flow of sim-
ilar orders of magnitude, despite different durations or estimated
volumes.

6 D I S C U S S I O N O N T H E P RO P O S E D
M E T H O D S

6.1 Relating operational injection parameters to seismic
observables

The interest in using the two previous methods to relate fluid vol-
ume to the observed seismicity can be seen when comparing them
to other methods existing in the literature. As already stated, using
directly M0,seismic = 2 × G × Vinj (McGarr 2014) leads to ma-
jor differences in the expected versus actual cumulative seismic
moment when considering a shear modulus G value of 30 GPa
(Fig. 1b) because of the aseismic slip release occurring at the same
time (McGarr & Barbour 2018; De Barros et al. 2019). Similarly,
Galis et al. (2017) do not consider aseismic contributions in their
physics-based framework that relates maximum seismic moment
with injected fluid volume.

To consider the aseismic contribution, Van der Elst et al. (2016)
used the seismogenic index in order to link the observed maximum
seismic moment to the injected fluid volume. Therefore, such a
framework cannot be used if the aim is to reconstruct the volume,
given that the seismogenic index computation requires to know the
volume of fluids circulating (eq. 5).

Therefore, the framework developed in this study, to relate seis-
micity with fluid volume, is of particular interest as: (1) it is only
based on seismological data and only requires a detailed catalogue
of seismicity; (2) it relies on crude but simple assumptions and fast
computations like a Gutenberg–Richter law fitting and (3) it does
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838 P. Danré, L. De Barros and F. Cappa

not require the precise knowledge of physical parameters like fault
friction coefficients and other hydromechanical properties. The two
methods developed here use different and independent assumptions
: the first is based on physical concepts, but it relies on many hy-
potheses, while the second is based on an empirical observation and
leads to more accurate volume estimation. Despite that, in most of
the cases, they lead to consistent results, validating each other. Also,
Method 1 shows the importance of taking into account aseismic and
therefore total moment release to explain the observations on which
Method 2 is based. It therefore provides a good degree of confidence
in our approaches which are well adapted whatever the tectonic set-
ting hosting the swarm. Finally, a side-product of our approach is
the computation of the seismic-to-aseismic ratio for both natural
and injection-induced swarms. However, such estimation has to be
taken with caution, as the used assumptions seems to fail for the
most aseismic sequences (�σe lower than ∼10 kPa).

The invariance in time of both � and �σe, which are both related
to the seismic to total moment ratio, suggests that such a ratio should
not vary during swarms, and therefore is controlled by structural
parameters (i.e. frictional properties, stress-state, criticality of the
faults, asperity distribution and size). Assessment of this ratio, so
of the aseismic moment released, is of great importance for (1)
anthropic injections as it depicts the evolution of seismicity with
the injected volume and (2) natural swarms and hazard assessment
as it gives information about the rupture process taking place.

As our approach only depends on seismic catalogues, it might also
depend on the catalogue quality. Particularly, the magnitude estima-
tion should be crucial for effective stress drop and total moment
estimate, but magnitudes are often determined with a 0.2-to-0.5 er-
ror (e.g. Daniel 2014). In the data set of injection-induced cases we
used to calibrate the methods, catalogues are of different quality:
some of them are relocated (e.g. Basel) and some are not (e.g. Soultz
1993), with recording networks of different qualities. However, the
largest events are the ones having the most importance in the two
methods developed here, and their magnitude are often determined
with the more accuracy as they are usually validated with regional
networks (Herrmann et al. 2019; Baisch et al. 2015). b value deter-
mination is also performed with an uncertainty <0.2 units which
might add uncertainty in the computation of the estimated volume
following Method 2 (Table S2).

However, despite the differences in quality and uncertainties, both
methods allow us to reconstruct fluid volume with a very accept-
able precision for injection-induced sequences, which serves as a
validation. This precision could be improved with a systematic com-
putation of magnitude uncertainty in earthquake swarm catalogues,
or, in the case of the total moment estimate, with the computation
of the main event stress drop. Nevertheless, those methods seem
robust enough even with catalogues of various quality.

6.2 Application of our results to other types of swarms

Our observations for injection-induced sequences were based on
seismicity triggered by single injections mostly during geother-
mal activities or wastewater disposal. Dinske & Shapiro (2013)
computed seismogenic indexes for seismicity triggered by injec-
tion in shales and associated to gas production. Values are lower
(� < -4) than for other types of injections (� > -4). Fischer &
Hainzl (2017) also computed effective stress drop values for similar
sequences, and found values of �σe ∼ 1 kPa. Therefore, despite the
fact that we did not analyse them in our present work, our results

might also apply to injections in shale formations, associated with
gas production, as in those cases both � and �σe have low values.

In our work, we considered only swarms with a simple geometry,
mainly because of the assumptions made to compute the effective
stress drop. However, more complex sequences exist (e.g. Shelly
et al. 2013). If the hypocentres were distributed volumetrically, the
radius would be underestimated, which then would lead to an over-
estimation of the effective stress drop, following eq. (6). Estimating
effective stress drop for complex geometry requires either to de-
compose the fault networks into individual faults or to generalize
its definition by considering a correction factor based on the geome-
try. We also did not consider swarms occurring in volcanic context.
In this particular case, relations between moment and volume exist
and seem reliable (White & McCausland 2016) but the processes
taking place might not be the same, as the high temperature may
change the way that aseismic deformation develops. We also did
not study swarms taking place in subduction zones.

Some swarms were also shown to be driven solely by slow-slip,
either in crustal areas (Lohman & McGuire 2007) or along subduc-
tion interfaces (Passarelli et al. 2021). Therefore, the approaches
developed here are meaningless for such sequences. A proper way
to discriminate between fluid-driven or slow-slip driven swarms, if
possible, is therefore required. One possibility for that lies in the
migration velocities, as fluid-induced sequences show lower migra-
tion velocities than slow-slip triggered swarms, even if it depends
on the swarm duration (Danré et al. 2021).

Finally, we here voluntary exclude from our analysis the injection
cases where induced seismicity is shown to be above the theoretical
limit defined by the McGarr’s law (McGarr 2014) like the 2017
Pohang (Bentz et al. 2020) or the St Gallen (Diehl et al. 2017)
sequences. In these specific cases, the injection has triggered large
earthquakes whose energy is much larger than the one brought by
the injection, which may be explained by the fact that activated faults
were in a very critical stress state toward failure. These cases are
however of great interest for risk mitigation. Therefore, a particular
attention should be used when using the proposed relations, and this
work should be extended to account for these particular cases.

7 C O N C LU S I O N S

In this work, we analysed nine injection-induced earthquake se-
quences to calibrate two new relations between conventional seis-
mic observables and the injected fluid volume. Those two relations
highlight the importance of taking into account aseismic slip release
in the energy budget of fluid induced swarms. As they give reliable
estimates of the injected fluid volume for the injection-induced
swarms, we make profit of those relations to compute the initially
unknown volume circulating during natural earthquake swarms. In
addition to the observed similarities already studied, like seismicity
migration, we find consistent orders of magnitude of fluid volume
and flowrate for natural earthquake swarms. As the fluid volume
acting in swarms is a key parameter difficult to measure in a natural
fault system, our study paves a new way towards a precise under-
standing of the processes occurring at depth during those sequences,
and further work may help constrain the temporal dynamics con-
trolling natural earthquake swarms.

DATA AVA I L A B I L I T Y
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L. Passarelli (Passarelli et al. 2018). Data from the Ubaye swarm
and from the 2001 Corinth swarm were made available by G. Daniel
(Daniel et al. 2011) and H. Lyon-Caen (Duverger et al. 2018), re-
spectively. Catalogue for the Cahuilla swarm were provided by Z.
Ross and D. Trugman (Ross et al. 2020). Data for the Soultz-sous-
Forêts fluid injections were kindly provided by GEIE Exploitation
Minière de la Chaleur and distributed on the CDGP web services
(https://cdgp.u-strasbg.fr/, EOST & GEIE EMC 2017, GEIE EMC
& EOST 2019, GEIE EMC & EOST 2018, EOST & GEIE EMC
2018). Data for the Cooper Basin injections are available on the
EPOS platform (https://tcs.ah-epos.eu/). Data for the Paradox Val-
ley fluid injection are available on the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation
(https://www.usbr.gov/uc/progact/paradox/index.html). Additional
references for the catalogues used can be found in the Supporting
information (Text S1 and Table S3). We thank the editor A. Barbour,
T. Fisher and an anonymous reviewer for their helpful comments.
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Supplementary data are available at GJI online.

Text S1. Data sets.
Figure S1. Example of a Gutenberg–Richter law fit, made over the
injection-induced sequence of Basel, Switzerland. Red line repre-
sents the distribution of events above a given magnitude while blue

line represents the fitting made over this distribution while M > Mc

and N > 10.
Figure S2. Same as Fig. 4, but without the 10b factor. R2 in this
case is 0.87.
Table S1. representing the eigenvalues obtained for the 3-D distri-
bution of the hypocentres for each sequence, and the ratio of the
smallest eigenvalue to the norm of the two others.
Table S2. Uncertainty in the Gutenberg–Richter law fitting.
Table S3. Data sources.
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